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The power grid is a complex and a variable networkwlth many operational
levels made up of a wide range of energy sources with many interaction
polnts
AS the demand for the electric power is outpacing the available sources, the
complex systems lhat ensure the stabllity and security of the power grid are
pushed closer to their edge
Turbogenerators supply most of the electrlcal energy and their performance
is directly related to the stability and security of the power grid
A turbogenerator is a nonlinear, non-stationary, multivariable system
Conventional automatic voltage regulators (AVRs) and turbine governors
are designed, based on some llnearlred power system model, to control the
turbogenerator in some optimal fashion around one operating point At other
operating points the controller pelformance degrades
For large disturbances these controllers operate outside the linear range
and performance also degrades, thus driving the power system Into
undesirable operating states
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The design and implementation of a continually online trained (COT)
neurocontroller and a COT neuroidentifier on a practical
turbogenerator system test bed, using multl-layer perceptron (MLP)
neural network
Both simulation and practical implementation results are presented
in order t o prove that the neurocontroller is stable when using
deviation signals for online traming
The drawback related to MLP neural networks compared to the RBF
neural network, repotted in references [a] & [ l o ] in the paper, is
overcome with the use of devrafion signals instead of using the
I t compares the performance of the neurocontroller with the
conventional AVR and governor controllers but emphasizes on how
t o do neurocontrol with online training on a practical turbogenerator
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Inputs to the Turbogenerator
Field voltage
Turbine power P,er
Forced deviations
0 Field vollaged V,,
Turbine powerdP,,
Inputs to the Neuroidentlfier
0 Forced devlations
0 Delayed veluef of Field voltaged VDelayedvalues of Turbine powerdP,,
Delayed values of Terminal vonage devlatlonA V,
0 Delayed values of Speed deviation &J
Outputs of the Turbogenerator and the Neuroidentifier
Terminal voltage deviationd VI
Speed deviation &J
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Training signal *"fie14 applied
to the exclter

Speed deviation ofthe turbogenerator
and the neuroldenllfler
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Inputs to the Neurocontroller
0 Delayed values of Termlnal voltage devlationd VI
Delayed values of Speed deviation h
Outputs of the Neurocontroller
Devialion in Field voltaged V,,
0 Devialion in Turbine PowerdP,d
Neuroidentifier weights
Fixed
0 Backpropagalionof
errors at H

d out every sampling penod

First Procedure Training the Neuroidentifier

Desired Response Predict
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P = 1 0 p u & Q = 0 62 pu,
Z = 0 025 + ] 0 6

P = 1 0 pu & Q = 0 62 pu,
2 = 0 02 + I 0 4

Third Procedure Controlling the turbogenerator
New control slgnalsduare calculated using the updated weights
from the second procedure and are applied at time (k+l) to the
turbogenerator at B
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4
Training signal AP,e, applied
to the micro-turbine

Neuroconlroller output Excner
Input signal AV,,,,
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Measured load angle mth the conventional
controller at P = 0 4 pu 8, a = 0 1 pu
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Measured load angle mth the
neurocontrollerat P = 0 4 pu 8, a = 0 1 pu
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Measured load angle wth the conventional
controller at P = 0 5 pu 8, Q = -06 pu
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Measured load angle wth the
neurocontrollerat P = 0 5 pu 8, Q = - 0 6 pu
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e A continually online trained neurocontroller strategy has been
proposed and implemented for turbogenerator excitation and turbine
governor.
e The neuroidentifier and neurocontroller undergo pre-training until
convergence is attained. before allowing them to control the
turbogenerator. Thereafter they undergo continually online training.
Hence the stability and robustness issues are not a major problem
since the neural network inputs and outputs are deviation signab.
e The results illustrate that not only is it possible to practically
implement neuroidentifiers and neurocontrollers, but that their
performance is comparable to, or better than the benchmark
conventional controllers which are fine tuned for a particular operating
point and system configuration.
e However, when the system conditions change, such as different
power levels, the neuroidentifier correctly identifies these changes,
and the neurocontroller performance therefore does not degrade, as

.

e The supenor performance of the neurocontroller occurs because the
online training never stops and dewation signals are used
e Another important consideration is that the neural networks have no
prior information of the turbogenerator and the gnd It is connected to,
need no tuning on site dunng commissioning, and are therefore
completely self-commissioning
Such neurocontrollers allow power plants to be operated closer to
their steady state stability limits, thus producing more electrical power
per Dollar invested
e Further studies are in progress with this neurocontroller on a threemachine power system which suffers from multi-mode oscillations,
and preliminary results look encouraging
.,
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